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The load carrying Donky bike, designed by Ben Wilson, is one of many
bicycles on display at the Design Museum’s current exhibition, Cycle
Revolution.
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The Mudguard

Welcome to Issue 77

Welcome to the first edition of 2016. Apologies for the delay which was due a
serious computer virus, RSA -4096. Be very afraid of it!
In this issue there’s a rousing article written by Chrissy Chittenden, a young
mum who pedals her children to primary school in Bridge from south
Canterbury every day – 6 miles in all. It is a plea to motorists who travel on
the same road and to motorists everywhere. Her point is that - “the
Canterbury/Bridge road is too dangerous but few ask themselves or each
other who is making this stretch of road dangerous.” Not the cars, she argues,
but the drivers.
Why do cyclists get the blame for using the roads and getting in the way of the
all-powerful motorist, slowing them down and creating hazards? Chrissy has
launched a petition asking Canterbury City Council to build a dedicated cycle
route between Bridge and Canterbury.
There is a proposed development, Mountfield Park in south Canterbury, which
could have up to 4,000 new houses and another at Thanington with some
750 houses which will significantly add to the traffic volumes. See the article
on Section 106 which explains planning permission and development.
Spokes Rides are back and the list starts with the February ride. There’s an
article about cycling in Iran from world adventurer, Leon McCarron, who
members may know from a talk he gave at a SPOKES AGM. He wrote a highly
entertaining book, The Road Headed West, about his international travels on
his trusty Dutch bike, Lola. Also there’s an eventful and hilarious trip from
Kent to the Baltic written by Peter Clements. And check out the good advice
on clothing for comfortable cycling.
My sincere thanks to SPOKES member, Julian Rivers, who managed to
salvage most of the files from my corrupted computer. The Editor.

Next Issue out June 2016
Editor: Pip Chapelard editor@spokeseastkent.org.uk
Design: Andrew Fenyo
Distribution: Frank Guthrie membership@spokeseastkent.org.uk
Advertising: Terry Croft treasurer@spokeseastkent.org.uk
Print: Broad Oak Colour Ltd, Units A&B, 254 Broad Oak Road, Canterbury,
Kent. CT2 7QH www.broadoakcolour.com
General Spokes Contact: help@spokeseastkent.org.uk
www.spokeseastkent.org.uk
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Improving the school run
Cycling the school
run is a good gig, if
you can do it. And
you probably can, at
least some of the
time. People marvel
that I must be super
fit and/or super
exhausted to ride a
cargo trike three
miles each way,
each day (and live
daily
life
in
between), just to get
the kids to school,
but the truth is that
neither need be the
case. I mean you’ll get fitter from
the ride, for sure, but cycling kids to
school isn’t the preserve of a
mythical ‘fit’ parent who just does
that kind of thing – it’s available to
all. Or at least it should be.
The problem with my three-mile
commute each way, each day, isn’t
the distance or really the gradients
involved, but the safety.
It’s a common belief that ‘cyclists
shouldn’t be on this stretch of road
(between Canterbury and Bridge) as
it’s too dangerous’, but few ask
themselves or each other who is
making this stretch of road
dangerous? People are told ‘don’t
walk your children on the footpath
by that hill because the cars go so
fast’ – but it isn’t the cars that
necessarily make the road unsafe,
it’s the people driving them.

Hearing other parents say to me, ‘I’d
love to cycle to school if there was a
safer and more direct way to do it’
occurs at least twice a week.
Experienced cyclists feel more
comfortable on the roads that
others may avoid, but it shouldn’t be
so, there should be a way that
everyone can have a shot at using
sustainable mode of transport,
getting some fresh air and some
endorphins going, and making some
environmentally-friendlier choices.
You really do feel better when you
get a ride in every day, it’s not a
myth.
Children in South Canterbury should
be able to go to primary school
without having to be driven there –
parents shouldn’t have to compete
for parking every morning or wonder
whether they’ll get there on time
because the traffic is bad. Parents
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shouldn’t feel they can’t get to
school under their own steam and
experience what I get to – I’m totally
not special - because the easiest
route is made unsafe by other
traffic, and the alternative is too
arduous for less experienced riders.
We non-petrol-powered parents do
our bit – wear high-vis, have
reflectors and lights adorning our
vehicles and follow the rules of the
road – but why are we relegated to
the potholey sidelines and
considered an inconvenient novelty
when others in more powerful
vehicles are allowed to routinely
break the rules and dominate the
journey. Why do cyclists have to
prove they are fit to use the road
while drivers implicitly claim general
ownership of the space, often
without showing much
responsibility?
There are too many cars on the
roads around Canterbury, similar to
many places in the South East, and
this is set to increase if the new
housing development in South

Canterbury goes ahead.
People
aren’t driving less, but we’re told to
be worried about climate change as
something that vaguely might affect
us three generations from now,
cursorily referred to in policy making
and strategizing, yet what’s
happening on the ground (literally)
isn’t consistent with what politicians
propose. But with more support
from local government, this doesn’t
have to be the case.
Funding
immediately allocated for a cycle
route between Canterbury and
Bridge – where many children travel
each day for school – would surely
be a long term investment, easing
congestion, making roads safer and
aiding the national government in
tackling what it calls the ‘enormous
health challenge’ of obesity, and
helping people to get out and move
more, in a way in which they feel
safe doing.
If the government – based in the
South East – is serious about
getting people active, then why
aren’t local councils being
encouraged to do
something about the
hideous
detours
cyclists with young
children are being
forced to take when
they use an ecofriendly mode of
transport for their
c o m m u t e ?
Shouldn’t
green
transportation be the
norm, rather than
the exception?
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The bus is an option for a rainyor irresponsible.
windy-gale force type of day, but
In Denmark, as in most of Europe,
with children over five having to pay
the system of Strict Liability is in
full adult fare at peak times, and
place, meaning that in an accident
Bridge being considered outside of
situation, the person driving the
the Canterbury city limit (despite
larger vehicle is held responsible.
other places being included, which
Why is that not in effect here? If
are similar distances away), taking
we’re serious about making people
the bus daily is financially
fitter
and i m p r o v i n g
their
impossible for many
opportunities to do so,
(for me, at least). The
...the finger is pointed at
why are we resigned to
school contract bus is
being the underdogs or
the individuals who do
similarly costly, and
renegades of the
it, rather than the
goes to and fro the
road?
people in control of the
school half-full each
Because my commute
day, with seats that
vehicles who make it
is assumed to be
could be taken up by
unsafe...
unsafe for cyclists and
Canterbury parents
runners, cyclists and
who don’t want to
runners
shy
away
from doing it – the
have to drive their children to
finger
is
pointed
at the individuals
school. And of course car travel
who
do
it,
rather
than
the people in
itself isn’t cheap, even when one
control
of
the
vehicles
who make it
has a license and a car, nor is it
unsafe,
or
the
local
authority
who let
particularly convenient for this short
the road fall into disrepair and don’t
drive with its parking-nightmareprovide decent infrastructure
crescendo.
adjustments consistent with the
We’re not doing it because we have
national government’s aims at
a lot of time on our hands, we’re
increasing use of sustainable
doing it because for us it’s the only
transport and reducing emissions.
way to get our children to a good
Chrissy Chittenden
school.
Do sign up to the petition!
The dilemma at the moment is that
https://www.change.org/p/
because only a few of us dare brave
canterbury-city-council-safe-cyclethe avalanche of often angry traffic
route-between-south-canterbury-and
each morning, it’s widely assumed
-bridge?
that road cycling with children is
recruiter=47638223&utm_source=
unsafe and that, therefore, it
share_petition&utm_medium=
shouldn’t be attempted. It is a
copylink
common opinion that cyclists on
faster roads are taking their lives and those of their children - into
their own hands and are either crazy
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General news and reports from the
districts
SUCCESS!

Canterbury

Following a public enquiry at the end
of 2015 held in Chilham Village Hall,
the Inspector from the DEFRA ruled
AGAINST the application of the Trail
Riders Federation (TRF) to have a
stretch of NCR18 near Chilham reclassified as a Byway Open to All
Traffic, known as a BOAT. This
would have meant that the trail, fit
only for walking and cycling, would
have been legally destroyed by
motorbikes churning up the surface.
Although the verdict would seem to
be one of sheer common sense, it
was reached on purely legalistic
grounds. The Inspector found that
the original application by the TRF
was null and void as various
schedules, maps, dates and
signatures were missing. At the
enquiry, attended by a
representative of Spokes, the TRF
attempted to besmirch Kent County
Council by suggesting that the
Council had merely lost all these
missing items, but the Inspector was
firmly of the opinion that they had
never been submitted in the first
place. A victory for the landowners
and the campaigning groups!

There's been a lot going on in
Canterbury district over the last few
months. With all the development
planned over the coming years,
we've been speaking out for better
cycling provision.
We took part in consultation
s ess ions f or the proposed
Mountfield Park development in
South Canterbury. Four thousand
homes are planned, plus community
facilities and some potentially
promising cycling ideas. However we
need to wait for the planning
application to be submitted before
we know if the developers have
listened and are serious about
sustainable transport.
We've also been responding to the
KCC budget consultation, arguing
that there needs to be a greater
investment in sustainable transport
if we are to tackle congestion,
promote economic growth and
address climate change.
We also gave a presentation to the
Oaten Hill Resident Association
AGM, hosted 20's Plenty for Kent at
our recent committee meeting and
are supporting a local mum's
campaign to improve cycle
infrastructure between Bridge and
Canterbury.
With so much going on in
Canterbury, we could do with some
help. If you could spare an hour

The new cycling officer at KCC is
Katie Cullen. Her email address is
Katie.cullen@kent.gov.uk
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each month, please get in touch!
Alternatively sign up via the website
for our monthly email Updates so
that you hear about our campaigns
and how to contribute. Jon Winder

Thanet
For many years, enjoyment of the
stretch of the Viking Coastal Trail
between Reculver and Minnis Bay
has been marred by the presence of
two gates that cross the sea wall,
one near each end. The one near
Reculver has always been firmly
padlocked; the one at the Minnis
Bay end has been openable, but
only by brute force. There were
awkward chicanes by the side of
each that could be negotiated by
pedestrians and people on orthodox
bikes, although the one at the
Minnis Bay end was unprotected by
any fencing, and it would not have
been impossible, in the dark
maybe, to skid off the top of the wall
and down the slope into the dyke
below. As for wheelchairs, disability

Swale
John Chambers is the new Sustrans
Volunteer Ranger coordinator in
Swale as well as the Spokes’
representative for the district. He
has been a volunteer ranger in
Swale for several years but recently
took over the coordinator role as
well as becoming the Spokes’
representative. He hopes to use
both roles to campaign to make
Swale a more cycling friendly place.
There is, however, a lot to be done!
John has inherited an area where
cycle route signage is missing or
vandalised and there is a
considerable amount of rubbish that
has accumulated along parts of the
main route in the district, National
Route 1.
Being the only Ranger in Swale, he
badly needs people to help as it is
too much for one person. How can
you help? If you are interested in
joining in a work party for litter
clearance (once the weather’s a bit
better!), please contact John at:
fido_fitt@yahoo.co.uk (there’s an
underline _ between fido and fitt).
And even better, if you are
interested in becoming a Sustrans
Ranger somewhere near you in
Swale, please contact Asia Wieloch
at Sustrans, and she will talk you
through the advantages:
Asia.Wieloch@sustrans.org.uk

adapted bicycles, tandems etc.,
these gates were impassable for
many. There is a Thanet District
Council facility at Minnis Bay that
provides adapted bicycles for
disabled folk, but anyone intending
to head west for a nice ride in the
sea air and a pint at the King
Ethelbert was stymied, if not by the
first gate, certainly by the second.
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Now, however, all is remedied! The
old gates have been removed, and
replaced by half-width ones, with
plenty of space for all non-vehicular
users. The sign on them reads:
'Kent's shared paths are for
everyone to enjoy. Let's all enjoy
Kent's shared paths', followed by
pictures of a dog-walker, person in a
wheelchair, a runner and a
cyclist. Well, just what Spokes has
been campaigning for years! At long
last. Thank you KCC. – Gillian Corble

Dover
Dover Port has planned substantial
improvements to the Western Docks
starting with the closure of the
Prince of Wales pier.
Part of these works have the
potential to disrupt National Cycle
Route 2, which currently goes along
Union Road, over the swing bridge
and then joins the sea front road.
The plan involves partially filling in
the Granville Dock, closing the swing
bridge entrance and making a new
entrance by cutting through the
existing sea front to the Wellington
dock.
The drawings on the website are not
clear but it appears that there will
be a bridge or two over the entrance
channel, which I assume will be
locked as it is at present. What is
unclear is whether the bridges are
road bridges or simply for
pedestrians and, hopefully, cyclists.
These works will clearly take time to
complete so it is imperative that we
have a safe and effective short
diversion whilst the existing route is
out of use. I spoke to KCC Highways
about what arrangements were
being made and they said Dover
Port had assured them that Route 2
would not be affected. But looking
at the Port's drawings, this seems
unlikely. I will report in due course
when more information is available.
Paul Rees

Spokes continues to benefit from its
link with Kent Highways via Paul
Valek at Thanet District Council. We
will work with him to complete the
list of links required in the Thanet
Cycle network which will be referred
to in the new Transport Plan.
Apart from the new gates, a
preliminary investigation has been
carried out by Colin Finch,
Countryside Access Officer, on how
the section of the Viking Coastal
Trail between Minster and Cliffsend
could become off-road. In February
a report on maintenance issues
along the Trail will be given to Paul
Valek in the hope that funding will
be available in March to carry out
work.
The new parts of the Westwood ring
road have brought about improved
cycling facilities in this area and,
when the road is completed, it is
hoped that more people will be
encouraged to cycle.
Moira Bush
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Design and the bicycle
The last decade
has
seen
a
revolution
in
cycling, on a
scale
not
witnessed in the
UK since the
Second
World
W a r .
A n
exhibition at the
Design Museum
in south London
celebrates the
diversity
of
Design Museum exhibition. Photo: James Harris
contemporary
cycling in Britain from every day
looked fundamentally similar to the
commuting to Olympic level
1888 Rover safety bicycle, also on
competition. It brings together
show. As the curator pointed out the
bicycles, clothing, accessories,
basic form of the bike hasn’t really
equipment, film and photography
changed. What has changed is the
showing where cycling is today and
materials and technology, to make
them more comfortable or more
where it might take us in the future.
suited to the terrain.
The exhibition looks at 4 cycling
groups – the High Performers who
Cycle Revolution glimpses into the
reach Olympic speeds, the Thrill
future of cycling – how it is changing
Seekers who take on all terrains, the
the infrastructure of the city, and
Urban Riders who pedal our cities
how architects, designers and urban
mile by mile and the Cargo Bikers
planners are responding to the
who work on two wheels. British
needs of twenty-first century
bespoke bicycle frame building is
cyclists? One room shows 10 cities’
shown in a recreation of a bicycle
attempts at redesigning their streets
making workshop featuring artisans
with cyclists in mind. As well as
more obvious candidates like
from across the UK.
Amsterdam and Copenhagen, they
Bikes on which Eddy Merckx,
also include Seville, Montreal and
Bradley Wiggins and others broke
the Colombian capital Bogotá, as
world records are shown alongside
well as London. Runs until June 30,
BMX, urban and cargo bikes. One of
2016.
the paradoxes was that for all the
futuristic bikes on show, most
10

Cycling in Iran
It was never part of the
plan to go cycling in Iran.
For three snowy weeks
last winter I’d been
following the longest river
in the country with my
friend Tom, on foot and by
portable kayak. We
started high in the Zagros
mountains in the southwest of the country and
watched the river Karun
grow from a small trickle
into a ferocious boulderstrewn torrent. It was
soon to alter again, this
Tom and Leon with the Iranian cyclist (left)
time due to a series of
dams
that
would
who lent them the bikes)
transform it into vast, calm
the owner was a touring aficionado.
reservoirs. Paddling would be
Within twenty minutes of speaking
desperately dull, walking
with us, he offered (practically
impractical. We were deep in the
insisted) that we borrow two of his
mountains, the weather increasingly
best bicycles, plus gear. And so we
mild, the sun shining. After weeks
had a deal – he would lend us the
of hard hiking and paddling, the
bikes, and in return we would
sealed road suddenly beckoned.
promise to have fun.
This was surely a situation for
We began riding at the confluence
bicycles.
on the river where winding mountain
The fact that we didn’t have any
roads switch-backed up to open,
bicycles wasn’t a problem. This was
snow-dusted passes. At one point
Iran after all; a desperately
we found ourselves pedalling across
misunderstood country but for those
the largest road bridge in Iran, and
who have been, one which is
the highest in the Middle East. The
famously hospitable. ‘Anything is
view was stunning, as it had been
possible’ in Iran, we’d been told
ever since we entered the
upon arriving, and so it proved. In
mountains, yet inevitably all
the city of Esfahan we enquired at a
journeys to Iran are memorable by
bike shop about the possibility of
people rather than sights. Each day
renting some tourers, only to be
numerous passers-by would stop us
directed to a local clock shop where
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to say hello. At night our attempts at
camping were thwarted by kindly
locals who would usher us inside
their homes and prepare a dinner
feast so large that we almost didn’t
have room for the enormous
breakfast we knew would follow the
next morning.
Spring was in the air,
and a lengthy plateau
took
us
rather
spectacularly to the
end of the mountains;
b e yo nd
an
e p ic
switchback lay flat
plains of deep green.
The delight at a new
landscape
was
matched only by the
pure visceral thrill of
careering down a
mountain at 45mph on
a two-wheeled flying
machine.
Over the coming days we pedalled
through a region where the British
first discovered oil in Iran, and their
influence is still felt in the presence
of the towns they built in the area.
Somewhere, amongst the many free
meals bestowed upon us by
strangers, I picked up minor food
poisoning and my focus shifted to
moaning into the wind. The perfect
remedy was arriving into Shushtar,
once a summer capital of the
Persian Empire. The centrepieces
were stunning hydraulic water
features that would in the past have
irrigated the whole city. We
freewheeled slowly alongside,
marvelling at their construction.

Shushtar won’t be in many
guidebooks, but it’s one of the most
amazing places I’ve ever cycled
through.
Our journey finished in Ahvaz - a
vibrant, bustling city of industry.
Cars honked horns in welcome, and
we knew that not too far west of us

Filming gas craters in Khuzestan
was the border with Iraq. We’d
followed a river on two wheels for
over 400 miles from snow-capped
peaks to hot, dry desert. Walking
had been fine, paddling fun, but
cycling was fantastic. There is no
better way to travel, and I’d put in a
strong argument for riding in Iran. It
has its downsides (the traffic,
certainly) but for diversity in
landscape, climate and culture, plus
the ubiquitous hospitality and
eminent safety I felt there, it’s a very
appealing destination. Leon
McCarron
The film of the journey - Karun - was
released on 16 November, 2015. It
is available digitally world wide from
www.karunfilm.com
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Section 106 explained
There is a lot of new development
happening, planned or mooted in
east Kent at the moment. Readers
may see references to so-called
Section 106 money so here, in a
very simplified form, is an
explanation. S106 agreements are
often referred to as 'developer
contributions'.
One of the advantages of new
developments is that local
administrations can statutorily claim
money from developers for local
projects that would otherwise be
beyond the budget of that council. In
these days of such profound cuts in
local government spending, S106
money is very useful indeed.
Section 106 (S106) of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 allows a
local planning authority (LPA) to
enter into a legally-binding
agreement or planning obligation
with a landowner in association with
the granting of planning permission.
The obligation is termed a Section
106 Agreement. These agreements
are a way of delivering or addressing
matters that are necessary to make
a development acceptable in
planning terms. They are
increasingly used to support the
provision of services and
infrastructure, such as highways,
recreational facilities, education,
health and affordable housing.
The scope of such agreements is
laid out in the government’s Circular
05/2005. Matters agreed as part of
a S106 must be:








Relevant to planning
Necessary to make the proposed
development acceptable in
planning terms
Directly related to the proposed
development
Fairly and reasonably related in
scale and kind to the proposed
development

Reasonable in all other respects.
It relates to money paid by
developers to LPAs in order to offset
the costs of the external effects of
development. For example, if a
developer were to build 100 new
houses, there would be effects on
local schools, roads etc., which the
local authority would have to deal
with. In that situation there might be
a S106 agreement as part of the
granting of planning permission. The
developer might agree to make a
contribution towards the provision of
new schools.
A council’s approach to securing
benefits through the S106 process
should be grounded in evidencebased policy.
A local example is in Herne Bay. The
Altira development site at Beltinge/
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Tips on how to
cycle in
comfort

Broomfield on the Thanet Way
includes a large Sainsbury’s
supermarket.
As a way of
attempting to counteract any
adverse effects this may have on
commerce in the already blighted
town centre, S106 money has been
earmarked for improvements in
shop frontages in Herne Bay and in
the general enhanced appearance
of the town centre.
In the past, in Canterbury at least,
there have been glaring examples of
developers escaping without being
tasked to provide S106 cash. When
looking at proposed planning that
has been put out to public
consultation, readers of this
magazine are urged to ask what
S106 provisions are included, and
in the con tex t of Spokes
membership, one should be looking
to projects that benefit walking,
cycling and the sustainable
transport infrastructure.
Gillian Corble

After cycling for many years in many
different countries and climates,
this article represents my own
personal experience and opinions. It
does not pretend to be the last word
on the subject of clothing and only
refers to cycle commuting, leisure
cycling and long-distance expedition
cycling. I know nothing about the
clothing for mountain biking or road
racing but if a reader does have
knowledge of those specialities,
please feel free to submit an article.
I strongly believe that we should
wear whatever feels right and
comfortable and is cheap. There is
a lot of mumbo-jumbo written about
sports clothing and some
ridiculously over-priced
manufacturers.
So what should cycling clothes do?
Most would agree that clothing is
primarily for protection and for
visibility and maybe to look good as
well.

Advertise in The
Mudguard and reach
over 3,000 cyclists
Quarter page: £40; Half
page: £75; Full page:
£120 (fixed price for 1
year).
Book now for the next
issue. Email treasurer@
spokeseastkent.org.uk
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thin, short cotton beach dress,
allowing sun and breeze onto arms
and legs but smartish enough to
wear into a café or sight-seeing.
For cold weather cycling you need to
layer your upper body. There are
few rules, other than not wearing
cotton as this material does not wick
(absorbs moisture well). Merino
wool has become popular for baselayers but is expensive and only
appropriate for extreme conditions.
It is important that the article next to
your skin is skin-tight, thus trapping
a layer of warm air in the same way
as a tight wetsuit traps a layer of
warm water. All layers should be
“wicking”. There is absolutely no
need in my opinion to spend silly
sums on well-known brand names. I
recently picked up two excellent
base layer shirts in Decathlon for
under a fiver each. Mountain
Warehouse usually has a sale on,
and a good source of cheap clothing
is the so-called “designer” shopping
centre such as McArthur Glen. I
layer with two shirts, one shortsleeved, one long-sleeved, topped
with a thin fleece. On top of that
goes the outer protective layer of a
waterproof jacket. In this way, you
are proof against cold, wind and
wet.
Lower body I layer with padded
pants, then tights, then cycling
trousers and, if necessary,
waterproof over-trousers. Go for the
sort of trousers that are tapered,
possibly with stirrups, to avoid
material getting caught in the chain.

1. Protection.
(a) You need protection against the
bike itself and the saddle is the
main culprit. Padded underpants,
shorts or tights are essential. The
first two are more convenient as
plain tights and/or trousers can
then be worn over them or not, as
the weather dictates. Padding is not
to mount a defensive shockabsorbent wall between you and the
saddle - nothing can do that - but
rather to reduce chafing. You will
see padding referred to as
“chamois”. Originally padding was
made of leather from the chamois
goat but today’s materials are
synthetic and impregnated with
chemicals that reduce odour and
bacterial colonisation.
A word of clarification here - you
must NOT wear ordinary underwear
beneath your padded item. This
would negate the anti-chafing
property of the padding which must
lie next to the skin.
Ordinary
underpants will bunch and chafe
and can cut into delicate perineal
parts. And it goes without saying
that your padded article must be
washed out each day.
(b) The elements: cold/wind and
precipitation are the big enemies.
Heat and sunshine may be an issue
especially when travelling abroad,
but the only clothing advice I have is
to strip down to the level of
decency! In this country, we can get
away with shorts and vest or crop
top but this may not be acceptable
in some countries. Personally, I
make the last but one layer a cheap,
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Cycling shoes - a big
subject.
Perhaps the most
expensive item of clothing you will
have. Even if you are not using a
clipless pedal-cleat system, I believe
it is important to buy cycle-specific
shoes and sandals as these have
stiff soles. Admittedly these are a
little uncomfortable to walk in, but
trainers, with their soft, flexible
soles, soak up some of your
pedalling effort - no thanks! Stiff
soles provide more efficient energy
transfer as you pedal. I have both
shoes and sandals with nice stiff
soles and with recessed cleats that I
can cut down into if I ever decide to
use that system.
Hands and feet are the arch victims
of cold and wet. They are exposed,
and are not actively moving, so not
generating any muscle heat. In the
cold, the body diverts blood flow
away from these extremities in order
to service the more important
internal organs. Additionally the
metal of pedals and handlebars
sucks body heat away. Layering still
applies. I wear thin silk liner gloves,
then padded fingerless gloves, then
warm gloves or mittens. One of the
best things I ever bought was a pair
of ski-mittens: lovely and warm with
grippy palms and large enough that
they fit over my fingerless cycling
gloves without being so bulky that
manipulation of gear and brake
levers is difficult.(Photo: gloves)
There is some very good advice on
the British Cycling website: (https://
www.britishcycling.org.uk/
knowledge/bike-kit/clothing/article/

izn20141209-Intermediate-Keeping
-your-feet-warm-on-the-bike-0)
I was struck by the following idea
tweeted by Sir Bradley Wiggins.
“Cling film or plastic bags acting as
a vapour barrier can be amazingly
effective. Wear a thin pair of liner
socks, then the cling film or bag and
then your thicker insulating socks.
Sweat can’t escape but, because
your feet are in their own warm and
moist micro-climate, they seem to
sweat less. Water from the outside
is prevented from getting through to
your skin and any moisture your feet
do create is unable to wet your
insulating socks through.”
Neoprene or waterproof overshoes
are good for protection against cold
and wet.
I once spent a not-inconsiderable
amount of money on batteryoperated hand and foot
warmers. They were a complete
failure. The electrical connections
were dodgy and the batteries lasted
about 5 minutes. A much cheaper
option is the gel hand warmers that
you can slide into your gloves and
socks and activate with the “clicker”
inside the gel. They can be
recharged in boiling water.
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two reservations about these.
Firstly, once this yellow material gets
dirty from oily road mud, it is very
difficult to clean and soon looks
grotty, so I stick to a regular black
jacket. Secondly, when the sun
comes out and you take off the
yellow jacket, are all your
subsequent layers also high-vis?
Almost certainly not. My strategy is
always to have a high-vis yellow rain
cover over my rucksack and to wear
a high-vis tabard, flapping open, at
all times. You can get a tabard from
Decathlon which has a zipped
gusset enabling you to wear it over
your rucksack but it does make you
look peculiar.
Other daytime strategies include
wearing a bright yellow helmet and
yellow trouser ankle straps or clips.
At night, you need material that
shines in car headlights, and this
means reflective tape on as many
surfaces as possible. Most outer
clothing including shoes and
helmets now comes with reflective
patches and piping but it is worth

Finally, the head, a major source of
heat loss. Ideas here include a
stretchy hair band over the ears
(available from Accessorize on any
High Street); a thin fleecy skull cap;
a “Buff”-type tube worn as a skull
cap or balaclava or any of the other
ingenious ways in which this simple
invention can be folded. Against
rain, you can get waterproof caps
that fit over your helmet but I wear
the hood that comes with my
waterproof cycling jacket,
underneath my helmet.
(c). Protection against external hard
surfaces. The main item here is
your helmet. Just make it yellow,
highly-reflective, and consider
attaching a front/rear light unit. At
least one company produces a
helmet with embedded lights front
and aft. I have one and the lights
have proved very reliable.
2. Visibility. There are two aspects
to this - daytime visibility and nighttime visibility. Lights and reflective
materials are of limited value in
broad daylight - what is needed is
high-vis, yellow or orange wear.
There are some smart-looking bright
yellow rain jackets around but I have
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Trials and tribulations in Holland and
northern Germany !
Peter Clements rides the North Sea Cycle Route
to the Baltic
I set off on my cycle expedition to
the Baltic on the night ferry crossing
to the Hook of Holland. My wife had
run me and the bike up to
Gravesend to get the short ferry
across the Thames. Not having had
time to test the bike out under the
extra load of front and rear panniers
plus tent and sleeping bag, my first
experience of the some 23 kilos of
extra weight was after loading the
bike in the pier car park and taking
a wobbly ride round. Noting my
wife’s rather worried expression, I
made light of it and assured her that
I would soon get used to it while

Cycling comfort

thinking, ‘Haven’t got much bloomin’
choice - too late to do anything
about it now!’
On arrival in Holland positive start to
the trip was set by a kindly cyclist
who slowed down to accompany me
from Witham to Harwich near where
he lived, even phoning ahead to his
wife who provided refreshments.
Here I met my cousin John who
would cycle with me for 3 days
before he joined a sponsored ride.
That night we found a deserted
campsite and erected our tents,
brewing up on John’s all fuel stove.
The plan was to then cycle to the
nearby town for something to eat
but then the rain began. Despite
waiting under a tree, we were soon
soaked and had to beat a hasty
retreat for our respective tents.
Sopping wet, I discovered upon
opening the pannier containing dry
clothes, that the foil lid had come off
a tub of dry porridge and the little
flakes went everywhere, gradually
transforming into little soggy lumps
as they made contact with the damp
tent and my wet clothes as it
changed.
After our first night, we spent ages
packing the wet gear, shaking out
flakes of congealed porridge and
keeping our spirits up. At least we
could laugh about it but I did feel

cont.

adding reflective tape to areas that
may need it. Get a friend to cycle
behind you in the dark to identify
any areas that might need beefing
up. The 3M Scotchtape is the best. I
make sure there is plenty on my
rucksack, my helmet and also
around my right wrist, for making
the right-hand turn hand signal more
obvious. You can also stick it here
and there on the bike itself.
In conclusion - keep it simple, cheap
and comfortable for you. Buy kit that
can double up as casual wear or can
be used for, say, hiking..
Gillian Corble
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rather bad because this
was far removed from
the
cosy
hotel
experience John would
have had on his
sponsored
ride!
Needless to say, that
night we stayed in a
nice guesthouse where
we were able to dry out
our gear in a carport. I
Cycling alongside the Kiel Canal - said to be the
also purposely left the
busiest man-made stretch of water in the world
hammer there - what on
linking the Baltic and North Sea.
earth had possessed
me to include that in the
rough stretch followed by a blow-out
camping kit?
where the inner-tube became
The Dutch cycling infrastructure
pinched when re-fitting the tyre. By
didn’t disappoint - it was every bit as
that time, I couldn’t help but see the
good as I had been told. It was also
funny side and couldn’t help
pretty good in Germany with clear
laughing out loud and just shrugging
signage and separate cycle paths
my shoulders with a resigned sigh!
alongside most roads. Look out
Other ‘little accidents’ included the
though for signs warning of
mounting brackets of both Aldi front
‘Radwegschäden’ - this often means
panniers snapping off which was
bumps and tree root damage.
soon put to rights with the aid of
Indeed on the trip I had 3 pinch
cable ties. Later, after
punctures (snake-bites) on one
congratulating myself for fixing a
snapped chain,
the rear tyre
f a i l e d
spectacularly
while parked in
the hot sun which
produced a 2”
split resulting in
my having to
push the bike
s o m e
5
kilometers to the
nearest town. As
A welcoming bus stop in Schleswig Holstein,
for the snapped
frequently used by passing cyclists.
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cosy you can be in a
sleeping bag with a
h o t
w a t e r
bottle wearing two
pairs of socks with a
carrier bag layer
between them! It
really
was
a
w o n d e r f u l
experience meeting
lovely, kind people
wherever I went. I
even visited my
former landlady in
Rendsburg where I
used to work 35
years ago.
Dedicated railway carriage for cycle storage
After
the
ferry
crossing back to
on German Intercity train.
Harwich, it seemed
spoke as I was on the homeward
strange being back on UK roads
journey in Chelmsford, that’s too
again and my ride back to my
involved to describe here.
sister’s in London was not an easy
I used two of the excellent spiral
journey involving yet another
bound ‘Bikeline’ maps which feature
puncture (a shard of flint) and then,
a section of the set route on each
horror of horrors, the Brooks saddle
page though the text is German.
c a r r ia g e b a rs sn ap p i n g in
Other maps were simply obtained
Chelmsford - thankfully only coming
to light while I was pushing the bike!
free from information offices.
Thank goodness for the local branch
However, after riding briefly with a
of Wilkinsons appearing on the
group of elderly German cyclists
horizon where I was a able to buy a
near Harlingen, it was a bit like
budget saddle to continue my ride
Aesop’s ‘The Hare and the Tortoise’
on.
when they twice caught me up
because I had taken wrong turnings.
Next day, back from Wanstead to
‘I’m afraid navigation isn’t exactly
Whitstable with legs like tree-trunks
my strong point,’ I explained with an
I stood, looking suitably dishevelled,
embarrassed grin. ‘Yes, evidently
sweaty but with a broad grin as my
wife answered the door at the end
so,’ one of them soberly replied!
of my tour.
Altogether I spent 8 nights in hostels
and guest houses and camped the
rest of the time - it's amazing how
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SPOKES RIDE AGAIN!

After a 12 month break we now
have a full programme for 2016.
Co-ordinator: Ian Rogers Tel: 01227
749598 or 07773947799. Email:
ian.rogers@talktalk.net. Or Beatrice
Shire: 01227 766782.
There is a Spokes ride on the first
Sunday of every month. We plan to
cater for cyclists of varying
experience and ability. We are
certainly not all lycra. Most rides
avoid busy main roads almost
entirely, and you will often be
surprised how few cars you see. The
idea is to escape from day to day
living, explore the beautiful Kent
countryside, and have a good chat if
you like. The routes are circular with
a pub or café lunch stop. Please
bring a roadworthy bike. A spare
inner tube is always useful.

ALL RIDES START FROM A STATION
AT 10.30am. on SUNDAYS
February 7: Canterbury East. Winter
warmer! The two valleys ride, in the
heart of the Kent countryside. Up
through Petham to the Lord Whiskey
at Rhodes Minnis and back down
Pett Bottom. Quiet country lanes.
March 6:. Faversham. Great views
up on the Downs. It’s all downhill
after a Bowl Inn lunch, with time to
spare to explore the historic town of
Faversham (optional).
April 3: Shepherdswell From the old
coal mining villages to the White
Cliffs of Dover, partly on regional
route 16.
May 8: Canterbury West. Undulating
countryside and parkland to the
east of the city.
Future dates for your diary:
June 5: Whitstable
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Happy ending thanks to Southeastern
Back in November we went on a
camping holiday near Mont Ventoux,
taking the Eurostar all the way to
Avignon.
I used a trailer to take our bags to
the station, returned the trailer, then
cycled back to the station leaving
the bike locked up in the covered
bike shelter.
Returning a week later we found
that the bike was gone, assumed
stolen, the station closed. I walked
home to bring back the trailer with
another bike, leaving my partner,
Andrew guarding the luggage. After
some time, a Southeastern
employee – Jack Gimber - came out
to sweep the fore-court, and asked
Andrew if he was OK. He said that
he was waiting for me to come and
pick up the bags, and asked if there

SPOKES rides

were CCTV cameras overlooking the
bike store. Jack asked why, so
Andrew explained, and answered
described the bike. “Just give me a
minute,” Jack said, walking back
inside the station. A few minutes
later he wheeled out a bike, and
sure enough it was ours – an old
‘mixte’ bought in Calais!
Apparently Jack had checked the
bike store earlier in the week, and
found the bike with the U-lock not
secured. Not knowing if someone
had tried to steal it, or whether it
had been an oversight, he had
taken it in for safekeeping.
A few minutes later I returned, and
was amazed and delighted to find
them standing on the forecourt with
the bike! Jack refused any reward,
and sent us home happy. Thanks,
Jack.
Isabelle Cornet

cont.

SPOKES OBJECTIVES

July 3: Minster (Thanet)
August 7:. Hythe (Light railway
station)
September 4: Faversham
October 2: Wye
November 6:. Chartham
December 4: Canterbury West
The Pilgrims’ Hospice Cycle
Challenge will place on May 1
starting from any of the three
hospices in Canterbury, Thanet and
Ashford. See their website for
details.

1. To encourage cycling and
publicise its benefits for the
community and for individuals.
2. To ensure that local authority
and government policies actively
encourage cycling and make full
provision for it as part of an overall
transport strategy through which all
members of the public can enjoy
cheap, safe and environmentally
sound travel for work and leisure.
SPOKES East Kent is affiliated to
the cyclists Touring Club and the
Cycle Campaign Network.
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FREEWAY (ECO) CYCLES

SPRING SALE

Agent for ROODOG electric bikes

SPOKES T shirts & HI-VIZ jackets. Get your wardrobe ready for
warmer weather.
T SHIRTS in green, red, yellow and
light blue - £5 in various sizes
including children’s.

Sales – Service - Spares
Demos to try.
Prices start at £799.
COLLECTION & DELIVERY
Unit 6, Belmont Yard, Belmont
Road, Whitstable CT5 1QJ

HI-VIZ jackets £4

Open Tues/Fri 8.30 - 4.00
Sat 9-1
www.freewayscooters.co.uk
01227-277865 (07951405203)

Available from Ian
Rogers on 01227
749598 or
07773947799.
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Tel: 01227 638766
www.refectorykitchen.com
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